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Abstract: We use pretrained deep neural networks additionally trained using transfer 
learning to recognise human emotions from photographs. Furthermore, we want to establish 
what face regions seem to provide the most information for the network. We find that the 
network performed the best jn the photographs with no occlusions (accuracy of 74.20%) 
followed by the photographs with occluded eye region (72.01%), faces with covered noses 
(70.21%) and faces with covered mouths (52.10%). 
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1 Introduction 
Face recognition and facial expressions for emotion detection has been widely 
studied across different scientific disciplines (including social and behavioural 
sciences, neuroscience, cognitive psychology, etc.). For example, its profound 
application can be found in a clinical and neuropsychological research of 
prosopagnosia that is also called “face blindness” [1], alexithymia – impaired 
emotion recognition, often in association with autism [2], or social anxiety disorder 
[3]. Research in this field has been to a great extent influenced by technological 
growth [4]. Computational advances in programming, computer vision and machine 
learning allowed researchers to use novel techniques to be able to detect faces and 
facial emotions from still images or video sequences [5] [6]. There are attempts to 
build machine learning-based models to simulate cognitive functions produced by 
the human brain such as face perception and recognition [7]. However, it is essential 
to note that neurocomputational modeling approach does not completely reflect 
those phenomena, although it tries to better understand them by studying brain-
inspired principles. The core of computer vision research focuses on designing 
intelligent computer systems that are similarly efficient and accurate (if not more), 
as our brains [8]. For instance, there is evidence for use of computer vision-based 
approaches for security purposes [9], such as access control or immigration 
verification. In forensic settings it is criminal identification or lie detection systems, 
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where facial micro-expression recognition [10] is processed. Furthermore, 
computational analysis of facial information presents great potential in robotics and 
internet of things [11] [12] and as it was mentioned at the beginning, healthcare – 
for computational diagnosis and assessment of mental or facial diseases and/or 
machine-assisted interventions [13], etc. 

The process of facial expression recognition (FER) can be for a neurotypical human 
easy and automatic transfer of information about the person that is being observed 
[14] [15]. There are three main categories of models in the literature to quantify 
affective facial behaviours: categorical model ‒ according to Ekman and Friesen 
[16] six prototypical facial emotions: happy, sad, anger, fear, surprise, disgust with 
a neutral composition of facial muscles are prominent non-verbal communication 
tools. The second is the dimensional model, where affective dimensions like 
valence and arousal are central parts of an emotional continuum [17]. The third is 
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) that reflects facial muscle movement 
specifics, where action units - AUs emotion-specified facial expressions and their 
combinations represent various emotions. The computational approach highlights 
the complexity and challenges of the FER process. Computer model requires large 
datasets that are divided into training data (reference data for learning), data for 
testing, and for validation. Firstly, a face needs to be identified and distinguished 
from the background by pre-processing [18]. Then features extraction and 
classification can be performed [19]. Depending on how the features are extracted, 
several extraction techniques can be recognized, such as the holistic approach, one 
of the most common - appearance-based approach (use of filters) and geometry-
based method (shapes and locations of important facial features including eyes, 
mouth, and nose), colour-based technique, and template-based technique, etc., with 
its numerous hybrid variations [20]. 

What makes FER challenging is the nature of databases, annotation and labels 
objectivity/subjectivity, and computational efficiency [21]. Variability ‒ 
interpersonal and intrapersonal is important if one aims to work with a 
computational model in real-life conditions [22]. While laboratory-based controlled 
images might present consistently taken frontal posed mugshots that are easier for 
computer to recognise, generalisation and effectiveness of training dataset can be 
better achieved with more robust, spontaneous real-world scene images from in-
the-wild datasets [23]. For instance, differently posed faces (changed angle and 
lighting of facial features), including various ethnicities and age of people may also 
present difficulties in accuracy of the FER. Therefore, evolution in datasets was 
needed and there has been a simultaneous progress in methods and particularly 
algorithms that have been used: from the handcrafted and shallow learning 
algorithms to deep learning techniques that are more capable of overcoming these 
challenges [5]. 

This article specifically focuses on occlusions, one of the challenges that impair the 
recognition. It is nothing unfamiliar to speak about facial occlusions during the 
covid-19 pandemics, when wearing masks (lower part of the faces including mouth 
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and nose are covered) has become a regular part of our life that may have besides 
its health benefits social and personal impact on individual’s ability to communicate 
[24]. Also, machine learning can be used to analyse the emotions of people wearing 
head-mounted displays while playing computer games [25]. There are already 
datasets consisting of images with facemasks occlusions (MaskedFace-Net, 
Correctly Masked Face Dataset, Incorrectly Masked Face Dataset) [26]. The present 
paper focuses on how computational models deal with similar occlusions by using 
artificially covered areas of faces (mouth, nose area and eyes). Interestingly, a 
recent study investigated the effect of sunglasses and face masks on perceiver ability 
to recognize facial expression [27]. They found a support for diagnostic potential of 
mouth region, with the largest impact of the masks when emotions happy, surprise 
and disgust prevailed. The eye region, typical for expressions angry and fear was 
influenced by both, sunglasses, and masks while the identification of fear was the 
most affected by masks. Eyes and mouth are particularly known diagnostic region 
for emotions sad and neutral expressions, however, in that study, recognition of 
neutral expression was better when eyes were covered (assuming overrated 
importance of eye region information). On the other hand, sad expressions were 
affected only by the sunglasses (suggesting a critical role of the eye region).  
In accordance with the literature on occlusion aware facial expression recognition 
using convolutional neural network (CNN), CNN with attention mechanism 
(ACNN) inspired by the intuition, automatically identifies the blocked facial 
patches and diverts attention to the distinctive as well as unobstructed regions in 
facial image [28]. In addition, evidence from the previous literature listed 
recognition rates for near frontal faces: 72.6% with eyes occluded, 69.8% for the 
recognition with mouth-occluded region and with no occlusions 74.28% 
recognition rate of facial expressions, which points out the significant role of mouth 
region [29]. Moreover, when the nose area was covered, Vyas and Hablani [30] 
reported a similar trend in their results: without occlusion 94.82% recognition rate, 
following eyes occlusion 93.10%, nose 91.37% and mouth in occlusion reached 
89.67%. 

2 Methods 
We used photographs of human faces from the Face Expression Recognition 
database from Kaggle. Photographs were divided into three categories – happy 
emotional expression (8989), angry emotional expression (4953 photographs) and 
neutral emotional expression (6198 photographs). All the photographs were gray 
scale with the size 48 x 48 pixels. 

For later processing we created three sub-categories from each category.  
We covered with white noise either eyes, nose and mouth of every photograph.  
We did this using computer processing rather than human processing to avoid 
possible bias in further learning. For every photograph we created a rectangle of 
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white noise with the size of 10 x 48 pixels and inserted it into the photograph at the 
position of the tenth pixel (eyes), 20th pixel (nose) and 30th pixel (mouth). In some 
cases the rectangle did not fit precisely, but on the average the desired areas of the 
face were covered. Thus we obtained nine subcategories of photographs. Examples 
of photographs are displayed in the Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 
Examples of input photographs 

To save time and improve efficiency we used transfer learning to create a set of 
deep neural networks for emotion recognition. We used googlenet network [31].  
It is one of the standard pretrained networks used for image recognition and is 
readily available for application. We removed the last fully connected layer and 
softmax/output layer. We replaced them with a blank fully connected layer and a 
softmax/output layer to match the number of classes that we use. We froze the 
original googlenet layers and trained the network on our data of photographs of 
faces with emotional expressions. We randomly split our sample so that 70% of the 
data were used for training and the remaining data for validation. We introduced 
random augmentation of inputs and trained the network. After training we achieved 
the validation accuracy of 74.2% with which the network recognised individual 
emotions. 

To investigate on what parts of face does the network concentrate, we applied the 
grad-cam method [32]. The algorithm will analyse what parts of the picture is the 
network most sensitive to. In Figure 2 we provide an example of the attentional heat 
map overlayed on a photograph. 
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Figure 2 
An example of the grad-cam method overlayed on a photograph with angry expression 

3 Results 
To see how the network will perform on the set of photographs with covered parts 
of faces, we repeated the transfer learning process with the datasets with covered 
face parts and achieved the validation accuracy of 72.01 for faces with covered eyes, 
70.21 for faces with covered noses and 52.10 for faces with covered mouths. 

To analyse how does a network focus when a part of a face is occluded we applied 
the grad-cam method to the networks trained on occluded data. The results are 
summarised in Figure 3. 

We may notice the trend that presents itself over all three emotional expressions.  
If the area of eyes and the area of mouth is occluded the network focuses on this 
area. If the area of nose is occluded, the focus of the network shifts upwards to the 
area of eyes. This may explain why the network that was trained in the photographs 
with occluded noses had significantly higher accuracy than the network that was 
trained on the region of mouth. However, it does not explain the relatively high 
accuracy of the network that has been trained in the photographs with occluded 
eyes. 

Conclusions 

Our findings are in accord with previous research by Goodarzi et al. [29] and Vyas 
and Hablani [30]. We found that the deep neural network performed best on faces 
without occlusions and decreased its performance as eyes, nose and mouth were 
covered. 

The later analysis using the grad-cam algorithm may answer why the network that 
used the photographs with occluded mouth region performed poorly as it focused 
on the occluded face region that provided little information. However, we were not 
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able to identify why the network trained on the photographs with occluded eyes 
performed relatively well, although it also focused on the occluded region. 

It would be interesting for further research to establish why the eye region seems to 
provide more information for the computer network even if the substantial part of 
it is covered. Also, possible differences between genders could be investigated 
Bilalpur et al. [33]. 

We understand that our study has its limitations, such as the use of specific database 
of training photographs or use of only one pre-trained network. However, we 
assume that both database and network are relatively robust and should not 
significantly alter the outcomes should they be trained on different data. 

Further research could shed more light on more similarities and differences between 
how deep neural networks analyse the real-world data [34] and how do the brains 
of mammals perform similar tasks [35]. 

 

Figure 3 
Grad-cam algorithm averaged over 1000 randomly selected samples. Below each sub-figure it is 
included what part of face is covered and what emotional expression is analysed. Red means the 

biggest focus, blue the lowest focus. 
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